This paper focuses on the enhancement of the practical performance of an algorithm and data structures. It provides a way to achieve the effect on performance parameters of operating system. The proposed work has been done about the performance of a number crunching program (Matrix Multiplication) by varying the swap area at run time. We feed a C program as input to the system that executes it for different value of swap area and records the performance parameters as real time, system time, CPU utilization, page faults occurs during execution, context switching due to time slice and context switching due to input output etc. It also presents the way of enhancement in performance of program by customizing the swap partition of operating system.
INTRODUCTION
An algorithm is a sequence of finite instructions, a well defined computational procedure that takes some value or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values, as output [1] . In mathematics, computing and related subjects, an algorithm is a step by step process, often used for calculation and data processing [2] . It is formally a type of effective method in which a list of well-defined instruction for completing a task will, when given an initial state, proceed through a well-defined series of successive states, eventually terminating in an end-state. The efficiency of an algorithm can be decided by measuring the performance of an algorithm. We can measure the performance of an algorithm by computing two factors [3] .
A. Amount of time required by algorithm to execute. B. Amount of storage required by an algorithm. This is popularly known as time complexity and space complexity of an algorithm.
Space Complexity
The Space complexity can be defined as amount of memory required by an algorithm to run. Space complexity is also measured with Big O notation.
To compute the Space complexity we use two factors constant and instance characteristics. The space requirement S(p) can be given as:
S(p) = C + sp
Where C is a constant i.e. fixed part and denotes the space of inputs and outputs. This space is an amount of space taken by instruction, variables and identifiers [5] . And sp is a space dependent upon instant characteristics. This is a variable part whose space requirement depends on particular problem instance.
Time Complexity
The time complexity of an algorithm is the amount of computer time required by an algorithm to run to completion. Time complexity required T(P) to run a program P also consists of two components:
A fixed part: compile time which is independent of the problem instance  C. A variable part: run time which depends on the problem instance  tp(instance)
T(P) = C +tp(instance)
The time complexity is measured in terms of a unit called frequency count. Frequency count is a count denoting number of times of execution of statement. The algorithmic analysis stops here. However, the effect of using different data structures, languages, compilers, memory hierarchies, cache size and swap area etc [3] . On the performance of an implementation of an algorithm is completely ignored. From developer's point of view, all these facts contribute a lot towards the executed program. The proposed study deals with the effect of different swap areas on execution time of a program. In this study, main objective is to provide the different configurations of swap area under Linux operating system environments to improve the performance of an algorithm [8] . It also focuses on different parameter of operating system that affects execution of any type of program like swap area, cash size, page size etc. Our work is the first step to evaluate the optimize value of operating system parameter in minimum time. It also enlists the operating system parameters that affect the following components of operating system [9] .
1. Memory management system 1.1 Cache size. 3. File management system 3.1 Number of file system inputs by the process. 3.1 Number of file system outputs by the process.
METHODOLOGY
For the customization of swap partition we develop a system that consist of two parts shell program and c program. The working diagram of system is shown below
Fig 1: Working Diagram of System
The systems takes the number crunching program as input and repeats the execution 10 times for fixed value of swap partition and record the real time, MIPF, PSO, CST, CSIO. The system will repeat the same process with different value of swap partitions up to 10 times. For customization of swap area we use swap on and swap off command of Linux [10] . For the optimization of swap area at run time we develop software in C programming and some modules in shell programming language [11] .
The developed software takes a C program as input, executes it with default and variable swap area and records the following values.
Real Time -Defines the time interval between submissions of process to its completion in seconds. System Time -Defines the total time spent by a process in kernel mode. User Time -Defines the total time spent by a process in user mode.
Waiting Time -Defines the total time spent by a process in waiting queue. Swap Area -Defines the amount of memory required for swapping of process. %CPU -Defines the CPU utilization during execution of process. MIPF -Defines the number of minor, or recoverable, page faults. These are faults for pages that are not valid but which have not yet been claimed by other virtual pages. CST-Defines the number of times the process was contextswitched involuntarily (because the time slice expired). CSIO -Defines the number of waits: times that the program was context-switched voluntarily, for instance while waiting for an I/O operation to complete. PSO -Defines the number of times the process was swapped out of main memory. In each run the system executes the input program ten times and computes the average. The system also increases the swap area by 102 MB in each run.
RESULT
We use the following number crunching function to evaluate the result
for j=1 to o do 4.
for k=1 to n do
C[i][j] = c[i][j]+(a[i][k]*b[k][j])
Where m=n=o=825
For matrix multiplication algorithm we have considered total number of elements as 825x825 that lead to total number of instruction to be executed as 825 3 . These many instructions are large enough to verify the results [12] . We execute the matrix multiplication algorithm expressed in C programming language with initial value of swap area and page size as 102 MB and 4KB respectively From the table 2, we can observe that by linear increase in swap area result in slight variation in real time, CPU utilization, MIPF, CST and CSIO. This slight variation may be occurring due to multiprogramming environment of operating system. It is also observed that for the swap area 612 MB we obtained the PSO become maximum as 447, which increase the execution time. This variation may occur due to external fragmentation in swap area. Figure 3 indicates the variation in CPU utilization with respect to swap area. From this figure be can obtain the required swap area and estimate for CPU utilization for the desired process execution time. Figure 4 indicates the Swap area Vs Number of minor page fault occurs during execution of algorithm. From this figure be can obtain the required swap area for minimum minor page fault for the desired process execution time. 
Fig 4: Swap Area Vs Minor Page Fault

CONCLUSION
The analysis of algorithm is limited to their theoretical behavior of algorithm, In general we use the asymptotic notation and some rules used to estimate the execution time of language construct. Then we estimate the best case, worst case and average case performance of an algorithm for small piece of code written in a programming language. The algorithmic analysis stops here. However, the effect of using different swap area on the performance of an implementation of an algorithm is completely ignored. In this paper we use number crunching algorithm to verify the effectiveness of the developed software, we estimate the effect of swap area on the performance of given algorithm expressed in c programming language. The system records the effect of executions with respect to memory management system, Process management system, and file management system.
From the results one can obtain the following 1. Suitable swap area for maximum CPU utilization and respective execution time. 2. Suitable swap area for minimum number of recoverable page fault and respective execution time. 3. Suitable swap area for minimum number of context switch and respective execution time.
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